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Abstract - The aim of this paper is to suggest about the current trends in the Higher Education level. It 
focuses upon the need and the importance of the changes that are applicable in the field of higher 
education. The department of higher education MHRD has been focusing on the new challenges and is keen 
in bringing about reforming ideas to upgrade the level of higher education. The students must be equipped 
well with current trends and skills to cope up with the working scenario of the corporate companies. They 
must be academically trained to face interviews and must also be given enough internships trainings to know 
about the field in which they have to shine and as well earn. The higher education regulatory bodies must 
work together to achieve such desirable changes. At a granular level, many challenges are there to be faced 
by these regulatory bodies before achieving the pinnacle of 100% success. The future of younger generation 
are based upon such qualities been improvised rather than mere facilitations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Higher Education becomes an important issue to any aspirant who desires to prove his academic excellence 
and intelligence to the corporate world. Many universities and colleges all around the world have contributed 
much more to the wide spread challenges that have aroused due to the trending changes in higher 
education. The recent trends in higher education and the latest information technologies have changed the 
entire idea of gaining knowledge as a luxurious but a great task of selecting the most needed knowledge 
through available courses to satisfy the corporate employees. India takes third place in funding higher 
education system while USA and China take the first and second position. But the unemployment rate meets 
a drastic level but less while comparing with the overall skilled employees. There remains a question in every 
employee when an employee is recruited. The question is whether the employee is fully skilled for the job. 

 
Fig -1: : Indian Higher Education 
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2. CHALLENGES ON THE WAY TO SUCCESS 
Nevertheless many universities and colleges have reframed the syllabus with emerging new trends of 
educational systems like STEM, OBE so to bridge the gap between the expectation of the employee and the 
outcome displayed the employee. They are keen to note whether their students are trained enough with a 
supply of relevant knowledge and skills to undertake their future employment. The government is also 
enforcing the educational institutions to apply and adhere to the criteria of the new education policy. 

In research level, something important towards the reform in higher education is happening. Elsevier, Willey & 
American Society are the three globally reputed publishers of academic research articles. They found out that 
library genesis and Sci-Hub are making academic piracy to provide the students the available published 
articles of any field without any payment and completely free of cost. Now the issue is whether this can be 
allowed because the publishers will be affected but of course the individual students cannot buy it as well. 
Hence certain reforms must be brought in to solve such academic piracy issues. 

The knowledge theft is not appreciated but education is always the basic need like food, water and shelter. 
Students never sell it but they use it for their studies. They use to learn and to develop their knowledge so as to 
fit in their dream job. 

 

3. NEED FOR IMPROVEMENT 
The MHRD must bring the policy making bodies like UGC, AICTE & other regulatory framework under one 
general body and must make the publishing cost and the downloading of such articles to the students 
benefit at free of cost. So that, they may equip themselves with more knowledge from all sorts of available 
resources to prove themselves as skilled employee. 

The available 1000 universities in our country are reframing their educational standards as they are guided by 
NBA and NAAC. Their course and college facilitations are being accredited by these two bodies. But yet, the 
available corruption in education system makes the facilitation a challenge in the way of educational 
standards fixation by the regulatory governing bodies like NBA & NAAC. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
Only 27% of enrolment was received by these universities. The regularity frame of Policy, Accreditation and 
Regulations are to be focused to cater to the need of the hour. The students must be trained enough to get 
placements and the employees to get skilled and trained employees. The educational standards must also 
be equipped to the need and expectation of the corporate employment.  The Finance, Enrolment, 
Accreditation, and Quality are some general areas of challenges where the desired changes to be made by 
the MHRD. Then changes in the regulations, it is important to develop in his career path. More courses can be 
framed by the university to give quality students in all aspects to the corporate world. The finance enrolment 
was received by these universities. The regulatory frame of policy, accreditation and quality are some general 
area where the desired changes to be made by the Ministry of €higher Research Development. Than changes 
in the regulations, it is important to bring in facilitations needed for a student to develop in his career path. 
More courses can be framed by the university to give quality students in all aspects to the corporate world. 

 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 
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The central government should motivate the universities and the state government should promote more 
courses that are unique and must be helpful for the students when they face the practical work atmosphere 
of the corporate companies. The syllabus of such courses must be will framed with experts from such reputed 
companies who will guide the students towards acquiring skills that they need to secure an employment and 
to be a successful survivor. Internship, Job Oriented courses and value added courses must be given more 
vitality by framing their syllabus under the current need of the company employment. Other than academic 
subjects the students should be exposed to various other tasks. The Government can make tie-ups with 
famous universities giving more opportunities for the students to develop them as to the requirements of the 
available employment in leading companies. Facilitations should be made in colleges and universities for the 
students to be benefitted. 

The students must not be exposed to the available corruption and other discrimination made under any 
criteria but quality education should be given to them without any restrictions. Due to lack of financial 
support, they should not be made lose their academic exposure. Government should see to that every 
student gets quality higher education under good facilitations. They should be trained completely in their 
under graduation and must enter into their post-graduation as well equipped student to be employed by any 
reputed company without hesitation about his caliber. 
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